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OBJECTIVES & LEARNING AGENDA

A quarterly newsletter to entertain and engage consumers with relevant content that showcases how 
and where Toyota as a brand is participating in or influencing macro culture, while reinforcing the 
interests of individual subscribers.

• Is the content engaging to the user?

• Do we have the right mix of sales and brand content?

• What content are users reading and focused on?



Sticky is an eye tracking & emotion measurement platform. We quantify the view-ability of creative 
content by capturing where users look & survey responses. Users understand they are not viewing the 
email in an email client application and that their clicks are tracked but they won’t be taken out of the 
email testing experience.

• Test platform: Sticky by tobiipro

• Audience size:  56 qualified test results out of panel of 100

• Audience criteria: 

o Live in North America

o Age 18-60

o Gender M/F

o Toyota Owners

o Mix of non-owners and Toyota owners

TEST ENVIRONMENT



EMAIL



Entertain Quarterly

ENTERTAIN EMAIL



Email Overview

A quarterly newsletter to entertain and engage consumers with 

relevant content that showcases how and where Toyota as a brand 

is participating in or influencing macro culture, while reinforcing 

the interests of individual subscribers.

Cadence/Sent
• Deploys once every quarter

Desktop Mobile

ENTERTAIN EMAIL
Overview



ENTERTAIN EMAIL
Seen Percentage Results

• The headline and Breathtakingly Bold vehicle image had a 98% seen percentage 

rate. This is the highest areas of interest with optimal impact.

• The Breathtakingly Bold copy had a 93% seen percentage rate, Little Jan is at 

89%, and Little Jan’s copy is at 86%. These are high areas of interest with high 

impact. Optimal and high categories for seen percentage results means they have 

been seen under 3 seconds.

• The bottom modules of the email Social (36%), Sales Event (46%), and Build and 

Price (55%) are low and no impact areas of interests.

• Users spent 1.3 seconds on the header copy. Which is enough time to read all of 

the header copy content.

• Users only glanced (users looked quickly then looked at something else) at the 

Breathtakingly Bold copy for 2.9 seconds.

• The other areas users scrolled to are, Off-Road (1.6 seconds), Concept Vehicle (1.4 

seconds), Go Even Greener (1.6 seconds) this isn’t enough time to fully read the 

body copy.



ENTERTAIN EMAIL
Engagement Results

• Users clicked the video play button on the Little Jan module rather than 

the call to action button.



ENTERTAIN EMAIL
Heatmap Results

• Under the Go Even Greener module users scrolled down to the Social Media module 

then moved back up to the Sales Event copy, up to Build and Price copy, then back 

down to the Sales Event photo.

• Content below the fold received the least amount of interest but users did scroll down 

to see the entire email.

• Users spent 1.9 seconds on the Social Media module which is enough time to read all 

of the content in that section.



• When we asked users to describe the email with a list of adjectives: 33% of users describe the entertain 

email as informative, 31% of users describe the entertain email as overwhelming, 12% called the email 

generic, only 10% described the email as exciting.

• 74% of users claimed their impression of Toyota has not changed after receiving this email versus 24% of 

users claiming their impression of Toyota is more positive after receiving this email.

• We asked the user in regards to the amount of content in the newsletter, is  there is too much, the right 

amount or not enough.  Overall, 55%, of users stated that there is too much content in this email, 43% said 

it’s the right amount.

ENTERTAIN EMAIL
Survey Results



• The users would like to see more of: innovation in technology 45%, upcoming vehicles 42%, concept vehicles 

36%, vehicle tips and tricks 32%, and Toyota environmental efforts 28%.

• 45% of users claimed they are not interested in this type of content.

• When we asked users how often they would you like to receive a Toyota newsletter about upcoming vehicles, 

technology, news and car tips: 26% want to receive the content once a month, 16% want it every 3 months, 

and 11% are interested in receiving this weekly, only 2% want this content daily.

ENTERTAIN EMAIL
Survey Results



• Users read the top two modules then skimmed down to 
the end then scrolled back up to read content that 
interested them.

• Although users say there is too much content, they 
want to see information regarding Toyota’s new 
technology and vehicles, as well as vehicle tips and 
tricks.

• The majority of users claim that their impression of 
Toyota hasn’t changed after receiving this email.

KEY FINDINGS RECOMMENDATIONS

• Users focused on the top module and it’s body copy the 
most, we should focus our most important information 
in this area.

• Reduce the length of the email by rearranging the 
order of modules in this email and removing the 
modules that users don’t find interesting.

• For tips and tricks, adding in real-world usage of a 
Toyota will resonate with users.

• Add in a social good module will create a more positive 
impression of Toyota.

ENTERTAIN EMAIL
Findings & Recommendations


